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Fact: Chocolate contains the alkaloid theobromine, which in high doses can be toxic to humans, and

in even small amounts can kill dogs, parrots, horses, and cats.This means that despite its name, the

Kit-Kat candy bar is not a recommended snack for your kitty-cat. I wonder how many cats have died

because of this confusion.Fact: The most germ-laden place on your toilet isn't the seat or even the

bowl--it's the handle.The solution: Don't flush. Let the next guy worry about it.There are "just the

facts"--and then there are just the facts that will frighten the bejeezus out of you. And thanks to this

little gem of a bathroom book, you'll never look at the world the same way again, without, er, dry

heaving a little bit.From the sneaky fish that can swim up our genitals to the E. coli bacteria lurking

in the very water we drink, disturbing phenomena are everywhere we turn. Educational,

entertaining, and undeniably horrifying, this book isn't guaranteed to help you, um, go to the

bathroom, but it's certain to make your time there more...informed.
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If this were just a book of interesting facts, it would have been okay. The author's snide comments



after every single fact made it awful. The attempts at trying to be funny fell short and ending up

being mostly offensive. The book is going to be re-purposed as kindling this winter.

If you love unusual books that have hundreds of interesting and even scary facts this (1,001 Facts

that will scare the s#*t out of you: The ultimate bathroom reader by Cary McNeal) book is for you. If

you weren't paranoid when you began reading this book, by the time you finish it you will be ready

for the mental institute. You will also laugh at some of these bits of valuable information.This book is

organized into twenty chapters. Some of the interesting things covered in this volume includes the

following: Are you gonna eat that? Every little thing we do is tragic. Totally gross anatomy. Was it

bad for you, too? Will you survive the 9 to 5? We be illin. Let me hear your potty talk. The price of

vice. You animals. They did what? Buggin out, do you believe? We're toast and many other topics. I

also love the format in which each section begins with a "fact" followed by an amusing comment

from the author. This makes the book an enjoyable reading experience.In conclusion, this is a fun

book to read because it presents so many fascinating facts everyone should know about.Rating: 4

Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: The Samurai Soul: An old warrior's poetic tribute)

I gave this book as a Christmas gift. We keep it in the bathroom and it's hilarious at the dinner table

when someone (even guests) mentions a new fact they learned from the book. It's a great

discussion piece and often has us researching more, laughing or disgusted (depending on the

chapter). Perfect for a 'bathroom reader,' I plan to buy more of the books like this in the future & give

this as a gift again. 10/10 would recommend.

This book is fun to read and has some amazing facts in it. Unfortunately the author felt the need to

try and be a comedian on every fact. The majority of the time his little personal addition was stupid

and a complete waste of time and ink. The book would have been much more enjoyable with out it.

GREAT TITLE!The TITLE tells me everything that I needed to know.I bought it. Reminds me what

gran'ma used to tell me:"Mike, people are pigs. They NEVER wash their hands!Always use a piece

of tissue to flush a public toilet,and if you get a little p*o* on the bowl... don't evenTHINK about using

that toilet brush... unless you havedisposable rubber gloves in yer

pocket!"========================================Wise woman; sage advice; buy the

book!



It is interesting, not sure why it is supposed to be scary. I did not see the point in having to make a

snide comment or joke after 1001 times. Other Bathroom readers are better.

funny book, real things around the world with funny respond from the writer on his opinion on the

real facts. i like the book, it's really funny

The author really tries to hard at the end of each fact to add a dash of humor. I mean he REALLY

tries on some of them. I felt his attempts reduced my enjoyment of this otherwise good book. His

sometimes childish attempts left me wondering why he bothered, the facts stood by themselves. I

guess he needed to make it his own. Stick to uncle johns if you want facts and humor done the way

its supposed to be.
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